


Perfection exists... 
And it has 
European taste 



Enter into the Intobello 
state of mind 

Intobello introduces the art of living redefined in the light  
of luxury and timeless style. Born from the respect for tradition  
and equal passion for innovation. We are not driven by  
season-lasting trends. We aim to stay with you for years, never  
reaching the moment of boredom, nor need for replacement. 



InNoce 

The essence of virtuosity

Imagine an exquisitely synchronized spectacle. Every single detail has its 
meaning, time, and place. Imagine graceful gestures proudly taking over 
the scene. Move after move... The craft becomes art.  

Now cease dreaming. We’re here. Welcome to InNoce. Where fantasy 
meets reality.  

InNoce. A meticulously selected collection inspired by the second act of 
Tchaikovsky’s ballet, The Nutcracker. The ultimate balance between dignity 
and lightness. Canaletto Walnut veneer. Golden handles. Smooth lines. 
Strong edges. Embracing the power of simplicity. Dressed in haute couture 
creation.  

Handmade European work of art.







Into the blue 

The eminent strength of simplicity

You are about to witness an act of performance... Stop hesitating. Insert all 
your doubts in the enigmatic cube. Then watch them disappearing Into the 
Blue. The color effectively becoming art. Now, enter the sea of tranquillity. 
The depths of elemental water. Sunrise looming on the horizon.  

Recall the power of essentials.  

Into the Blue. A collection synchronized with Yves Klein’s idea of color and 
minimal art that focuses merely on the heart of work. Rejecting anything 
spare. Stripping overdesigned forms to their essentials. Adding personality 
to your space without outshining your own character. Leaving room for 
imagination. Deep blue concepts locked in golden frames.  

Handmade European work of art.







L'autunno 

Between harmony and invention

A complete composition captured in a breathable form. Where every 
instrument plays individual notes. Yet, together they give one synchronized 
performance. Unity and freedom. Modernity and nature. Classic tones 
evoking from innovative patterns.  

Embellish your space with charms of the golden autumn.  

L'autunno. Collection echoing from Le quattro stagioni — violin concerti by 
Antonio Vivaldi. The composer who introduced to world music with a 
narrative element. Centuries later, Intobello introduces the same element 
into the furniture craft. Steel and marble softened by the beauty of human 
touch. Thoughtful design. Classy colors.  

Handmade European work of art.





Tenebroso 

A dream interlaced with reality

Immerse yourself in baroque boldness. Portray each of your precious 
moments shining through the lifetime backstory... Shapes that never stay 
out of the spotlight. You have just uncovered the mystery of Tenebroso. 
Golden lightness emerging from the depths of purple shadows. Majestic 
contrasts. Dramatic illumination. A dream dimmed in reality.  

The poetic quality of work.  

Tenebroso — a collection appreciated especially by art aficionados. 
Inspired by Caravaggio’s paintings: realism, intense contrasts between light 
and dark, and his emphasis on co-extensive space. Sharp edges. High 
gloss. Uncompromising character that always puts the Tenebroso furniture 
into the foreground of your room.  

Handmade European work of art.







Marame B. 
The eternal tale of purity and passion

Mastering the art of narrating a meaningful story with lightness... Where the fair 
side does not shine to its fullest without casting a shadow of mystery. Where the 
darkness unapologetically asks for your heart’s desires. Both coupled with 
sophisticated notes floating between them, engaging two worlds into one 
complimentary composition. Innocence and lust. Youth and wisdom. Love and 
prudence. Dressed in most majestic materials — from marble to steel and 
tempered glass. Shimmering with copper-colored brightness.  

Meet Marame B. Nuanced craft that inspires the sounds of the standing ovation.  

Marame B. A collection equally singular as its name. Rooted in Italian opera 
"Madame Butterfly," written by Giacomo Puccini. Characterized by copper- colored 
butterfly theme. Round shapes. Bespoke elements. Dark and bright variations. Each 
piece of Marame B. furniture creates its own illusion, making your space free of 
gravity’s grip.  

Handmade European work of art.







La Rosa  

Novelty with a glistening edge

Enter the spirit of intellectual mystery. Where one compound element paves 
the way for every following chapter. The further you reach, the more 
intriguing it becomes. Lose yourself in the labyrinth of meanings. Then, 
unhurriedly solve the riddle... One piece after the other. Until all you see is 
moonlight and roses.  

A soothing narration of your vivacious space.  

La Rosa. A collection ingrained in Umberto Eco’s The Name of the Rose 
narration. Equally multi-threaded. Open to different interpretations. 
Furniture worth its own story. Rose gold brass gleaming over the cosmic 
grey surface. A proof that debut can become a masterpiece.  

Handmade European work of art.





Contact Intobello anytime.  

We will be pleased to answer any questions  
you may have or simply make a conversation  
about luxury interiors. 

office@intobello.com 
www.intobello.com

mailto:office@intobello.com
http://www.intobello.com



